1-800 CUM-SHOT
286 74 68
$4.99 per min. Premium and access fees may apply. Adults 18+

1-800 BUTT-SEX
288 73 9

CUM ON B**Y
BLOW UR HOT, STICKY LOAD...
ALL OVER MY FACE!!
FUCK YA!

PUT IT IN, DADDY!!
I'M READY FOR SOME...
It's April already and we have just enough showers to whet your whistle. This issue is chock full of innocent, newcomer flesh, some pissers too.

Take Leah for instance. Young, obedient and luscious in latex. Happy to polish you all over with her tongue.

And then there is Jillian, the bound anal beauty that also serves as a table to hold your smoke and drinks. Perfect recreational bedtime companion.

TABOO brings you all the fresh, sweet, submissive pussy of your desires and the occasional domme as well! Write and let us know your thoughts.

—Cynthia Patterson, Creative Director
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VEGAS HALLOWEEN
Photos by Gerry Koehler

The Fetish and Fantasy Halloween Ball in Las Vegas recently celebrated its 20th year. Revelers of all stripes were out in droves to party well into the night, Las Vegas-style. Held at the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino, this event was rumored to have at least 8,000 people in attendance. That is a lot of ghouls, latex nurses, leather cats, pirates and zombies. The Dragon’s Gate spanking cage was a hit as usual, as costumed participants waited out the line to get their ass warming.
ALEXA NOVA

twitter: @AlexaNovaXXX
snapchat/Instagram: @AlexaNovaNation
tumblr: alexanovaxxx.tumblr.com
aleaxonovaxxx.com – coming soon!

When did you start fetish modeling and under what circumstances?
I started fetish modeling about six months ago when I first got into the adult film industry. My first fetish shoot was for dungeoncorp. BDSM makes me very giddy! Love it too much! ;)

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
I love to be choked, spanked/flogged, hair pulled, slapped and talked dirty to. Basically, I love being dominated, verbal stimulation, rope bondage and impact play.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
I wanted to shoot for TABOO because it represents the kinkier side of Hustler, and supports unconventional lifestyles, which I fully believe in. Also, because I enjoy sharing depictions of my sexuality and kinkiness with my fans and the world.

Have you ever been spanked?
Not by my parents...but during sex, yes...and I love it a lot. Especially I like being flogged!

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
Wildest? Hard to say, since everyone’s definition of wild is different. And I could probably make a long list of wild things that I’ve done, that I’m not sure I could put in order from most wild to least wild. :P One wild thing I’ve done is I’ve had sex in the closet at my science of mind church during our youth group sleepover!

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
I’ve been fake pissed on in a scene once; it was just water though, run through a fake penis. I’ve never pissed on anyone!

What do you think about anal?
I enjoy anal sex; not more than vaginal sex. I’d prefer to have both holes penetrated if anything. ;) Although I’ve never been with two guys. Or being fucked with a butt plug in...that’s fun too.

Are you more interested in the art of fetish modeling or the sex of fetish porn or both?
I would say both! I love the art of both photos and video; both have lots of artistic value.

Is there anything else you would like the TABOO readers to know about you?
My nipples are very sensitive...and hogties are my favorite! ;)

Are you in a fetish lifestyle partnership? Would you like to be in one?
Not currently, but if I happen to find the right guy who knows how to dominate me to my satisfaction, I wouldn’t be opposed to a fetish lifestyle partnership. :)
CUM BE MY BOY TOY...
WHILE MY HUBBY WATCHES ME PLAY WITH A MUCH YOUNGER COCK!
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9 3 8
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TEENS READY TO FUCK!
ONLY
89¢
PER MIN
1-800-TO-WHORE

CUM SUCKING SLUTS
ONLY
65¢
LIVE, NASTY, 1-ON-1
ONLY .95¢ A MIN.
1-800-669-0000

SPECIAL OFFER 3 for $30!
Call 1-800-763-8271 (ext. 7851) for credit card orders.

18+ years of age. Credit card/adults 18+ only.

Order online & get FREE SHIPPING! go to: HustlerNewstand.com

Shipping and handling: $3.95

Total Enclosed: $
TABOO SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW AVAILABLE!

Please send me 1 YEAR of TABOO (6 issues + 6 DVDs) for only $49.90. Saving over $4 per issue!
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URINATION NATION
PHOTOS BY LEE FORBES

“I love pee sports, so when I got to play with one of my favorite porn superstars, I was so excited. Ms. Nina controlled everything about our little bathroom scene. She was so strict, but oh so yummy. I had to lick up the mess that I made. I did it delightfully under Ms. Nina’s tuteledge. But when she said I would do an enema, I really got a bit shy. No one had ever done that to me! I had so many new, hot pleasures that day…one of my fondest in porn so far!”

—Cherry
“Deep in my ass, that’s my sweet spot.”

XOXOXO

Jillian

CALL 1-800-498-OBEY

Caller Must Be 18+ $3.99 Per Minute 6 2 3 9
Did you enjoy shooting for TABOO?
Yes, of course. It was exotic for me...I haven't been tied up that much and put in all of those positions before. That was exciting.

You were here once before, shooting with Lee, right?
Yes, that's right. We did a latex and bondage shoot for HUSTLER. That was my first time trying out bondage.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your private life?
I really like to be tied up to the bed or tying someone up. My fetish is just touching lightly or taking an object and moving it across the body...I'm ticklish so that's why it's my fetish.

Did you like being spanked today?
I liked it! I have a lot of meat on my booty, so it can handle the little pain that happens with it. I feel like a naughty girl when it happens to me.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
The wildest thing about me is doing fetish and bondage stuff. Otherwise I'm a pretty sweet and innocent girl. People look at me and say that I'm so cute and innocent, and then they see my movies or hear the things that come out of my mouth and they're like, "Oh my gosh! You're so foul and dirty!"

What do you think about anal sex?
I'm actually pretty well known for it. I love having sex in my butt. Of course, it's a whole different story having a metal hook up there compared to a soft cock, but I still enjoyed it.

Was the metal hook uncomfortable for you?
Yeah, it was uncomfortable, but I enjoyed it for the fact that it was cold and unexpected. You didn't know if it would tug on you or if a certain move would make it move, so I had to be very still or else it would go in the wrong direction.

Are you more submissive or dominant?
I'd love to have a dominant side. I do have that in me, but I think it's because of my submissive side that I can adapt well to demands or giving demands. I feel like I play the role for both pretty well, but since I'm only 20 years old, I like playing the innocent role and being more submissive.

Have you ever dominated a guy or girl before?
Very slightly. I've had some times where a girl was eating me out on set and I yelled "suck it harder!" but I'm not usually really that violent. I don't do that type of thing in my personal life...I stay single. I like to have fun on camera and let everyone enjoy it and see it.

So, you don't have a boyfriend?
No, I really just want to focus on my career, but if a girlfriend comes along, maybe I'll snag her up. I've never had a girlfriend, but I'm bisexual, so I really want to try that at least once in my life (and then I'll go back to boys). But I will never stop fucking them.

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
I have peed/squirited on someone else. There was a scene I did with the "Squirting Master" Bonnie Rotten, and she literally just let it go all over and I was like, "Oh yeah!" I was all in it and licking it up off the floor. Usually I would never do that...if they would have asked me to do that before the scene started, I would have said no, but because I was in the moment it just happened.

Do you have anything you'd like to tell the TABOO readers?
I am feature dancing, and everyone can see and follow me when I do that. Otherwise I'm all over Twitter and Instagram.
LEAH GOTTI

Twitter: @theleahgotti
Snapchat: @theleahgotti

Have you done fetish modeling before?
No, this is my first time doing real fetish.

Have you worn an entire outfit made of latex before?
No I haven’t, but I love the way it feels—except it gets really hot.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
I like being choked the most.

How did you like being spanked today? Have you ever been spanked or paddled before?
It was different, but I liked it. I’ve never been paddled, but I’ve been slapped on my ass. That crop was rough. I’ve been switched when I was little, but not like today.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
I’ve always been really drawn to bondage and whips and chains. I’ve always wanted to experiment with it but just never had the opportunity to.

Have you ever been tied up like that before?
No, never. So my orgasm was more intense because I couldn’t move.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, fetish or not?
My boyfriend and I had sex in the ER while an IV was in my arm. It was pretty hot!

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
Not intentionally! I’ve peed the bed before and it got on people! I’ve peed before on a video set, but not onto anyone, just freely. Never into a bowl; you could tell, right? Because my aim today was so bad!

What do you think about the anal insertion?
Shocking. It wasn’t an orgasmic feeling, but it wasn’t a terrible feeling. You want to do it some more, but then again you don’t, because it hurts.

Have you ever had anal sex?
Yes. I enjoy it at the end, when it’s over.

Have you ever had any toys up your butt?
No, not in my butt. I’ve only stuck my finger in there before, but not a toy!

Are you more submissive or dominant?
I like it when a man dominates me. I like it when he yanks me and pulls me to him. I’d definitely rather have intense, hot sex rather than just a quickie. I want it to be a little rough, but in a passionate way, not just beating the fuck out of me.

Do you tend to be the more submissive one sexually?
Yes, kind of. But if he doesn’t give it to me when I want it, I will take it from him. I want him to chain me up, whip me and choke me.

Have you ever dominated a guy before?
Yes, in private, not on a photo or video set. I liked it. It was fun. I mixed in some humiliation with it. I was teasing him the whole time. I would rub his cock around my lips and then withhold. He was tortured.

How about with girls?
Every time I’ve been with a girl, I’ve been the dominant. I like being able to control their body. I can control when they come, and I can control if they can move or not by holding them down. I can control how they are breathing and everything, so I feel really powerful. I like the adrenaline rush; it makes me feel superior.

Do you have anything you’d like to tell the TABOO readers?
I’m in college, and I’ve only been doing adult entertainment for a month so far. I’ve done five solos and one girl-girl. I’d like to continue doing this and save my money, invest and be able to retire by the time I’m 30 years old.
FEMDOM DREAMDATE: THE WORLD’S MOST TWISTED DATE MOVIE

Director: Dee Severe
Cast: Jessica Ryan, Lea Lexis, Aiden Starr, Cybill Troy, Dominik Kross
Running Time: 2 hours 49 minutes

Date movies rarely begin with a nude man jerking off to porn on his computer. Just consider this the first romantic twist that continues to lead you on the path of one submissive man’s fantasy, which begins with Aiden Starr’s discipline and face-sitting. Who hasn’t had that dream? This flick is entirely a rough BDSM porno, but highly relatable in the way it tells the story. It leads you up the staircase of depravity. His obsession with each dominatrix never ends. This is couples’ porn that will not leave you wanting for more cock torture, sucking, smothering, swallowing and power play. There’s plenty that ensues with an all-star cast and four sex scenes.
Directors: Dee Severe and Lily Cade
Cast: Lily Cade, Skin Diamond, Dolly Leigh, Ela Darling, Kasey Warner
Running Time: (Disc 1) 2 hours 5 minutes; (Disc 2) 58 minutes

Just when you think you’ve seen every rendition of these “50 Shades” knockoffs, this imaginative take on the story spins the popular taboo tale in a refreshing new way to turn you on. All of the characters are beautiful women, and Lily Cade plays the powerful Ms. Grey. Fresh, new Dolly Leigh stars as the love- and lust-struck virgin that Lily shall take control over. The connection between the lead stars is undeniable. In every scene, you will feel the slaps, whips and spanking that goes on in Ms. Grey’s world of eroticism. Disc 2 contains the powerhouse performance of Skin Diamond submitting to Lily Cade and reveals an unexpected ending to the story.
When did you start fetish modeling and under what circumstances?
I tried it out and I just love it. You see basic people focusing on the basic parts of the body; why not cherish everything else, like the feet or hands or tongue? I have size 9 feet and a fat ass to go with them...everyone loves them!

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
I like the foot fetish and tongue the most—size 9 feet and a kid's tongue.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
I wanted to express my body in a different, more unique, way. I can handle a lot of different things done to me.

Have you ever been spanked?
Hahahaha! Have I ever been spanked! My ass cheeks are eye magnets and hand magnets! lol! I love to spank myself and to be spanked.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
Fucked the tow truck man with my best friend, Molly Manson, to get my car free on set. :)

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
I have not, but I'm willing to expand into pissing on someone. I don't think I could handle being pissed on hahaha!

What do you think about anal sex?
I am expanding on that too, slowly working myself up with toys and in my personal life. :)

Are you more interested in the art of fetish modeling or the sex of fetish porn or both?
I am into both. Expressing my body in a wonderful, roped-up sculpture is beautiful and a thrill.

Are you more submissive or dominant?
I am a submissive. I love to be taken up by the dominance of the male.

Are you in a fetish lifestyle partnership? Would you like to be in one?
I would not mind if someone had a fetish. My man is obsessed with my ass, like everyone else hahaha!

What was your favorite part of shooting for TABOO?
Getting all roped and seeing my beautiful pictures taken! :)

**CUM SUCKING SLUTS**
ONLY 65¢
LIVE, NASTY, 1:ON:1
ONLY 95¢/MIN
LIVE CUM SUCKING
GROUP ACTION
ONLY 65¢/MIN.
1-800-669-0000
-SMALL $2.95 CONNECT/FEE/ADULTS ONLY/BUY/CARD

**1-800 CUM SHOT**
WE SWALLOW!
GIMME UR BEST SHOT!

**800.908.8072**
TRY FOR FREE

**ALWAYS LIVE & ALWAYS HORNY!**
HOT CHICKS with DICKS wanna TALK 2 U, SEXY! ;)

**1-800 SHE-MALE**
I KNOW UR CURIOUS!
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS, BABY!

CALL NOW!
1-800-SHE-MALE
7 4 3 6 2 5 3
Molly Manson sure is a pretty thing, especially in heavy stocks and all trussed up in the capable hands of master TABOO lensman Lightron.

Beautiful slaves on parade display everything possible to please you. No holes barred.

Georgeous Domina Madison makes her debut. She has a penchant for canes and strap-on sex!

Plus more hardcore bondage video reviews, golden streams and more fetish flesh than you can shake your stick at in the May/June edition of TABOO.
willshe?
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